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Title : An English-Indonesian Annotated Translation in Sherry Argov’s Book: Why Men Love Bitches

This term-paper is about English-Indonesia Annotated Translation. Annotated Translation is a translation with the notes from the translator. On this research, I use Theories of Translation, Translation Method and Translation Procedures and techniques. This research focuses on cultural adaptation terms. The aims of this research are to make the reader easier to understand the meaning of the text, to increase the knowledge of the idiomatic terms for the reader of the translation. The result of this research is to create a good and correct translation of Why Men Love Bitches Book. Why Men Love Bitches is a book about a woman’s guide to hold her own in a relationship. It is written by American writer, Sherry Argov, based on her research in America. Why Men Love Bitches by Sherry Argov is the primary source of this research and related Theories of Translation, Translation Method, Translation Procedures and techniques are the secondary source.
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